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About UNIFE
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◼ UNIFE is the European Association of train-

builders and rail equipment suppliers

◼ A unique network of over 100 member companies

from all over Europe and of all sizes (1/3 of SMEs)

and 14 National Associations

World leaders:

UNIFE members have a 84% market share in Europe 

and supply 46% of the worldwide rail production



UNIFE Members
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◼UNIFE’s Vision on Rail Digitalisation
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UNIFE’s Vision on Rail Digitalisation (1/4)
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➢ In April 2019, UNIFE has published its ‘’vision’’ on

digitalisation ‘’Digital Trends in the Rail Sector’’

▪ Five majors focus areas have been identified as

priorities for the rail supply industry.

1) Big Data;

2) Cybersecurity;

3) Artificial Intelligence;

4) New Mobility Services;

5) Digitalisation of Freight Logistics.

▪ Bringing the European rail supply industry’s views and

objectives into the centre of the digital debate.

▪ Engaging in a fruitful dialogue with decision-makers and

other key stakeholders – in the transport sector and

beyond.



UNIFE’s Vision on Rail Digitalisation (2/4)
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UNIFE’s Digital Vision

▪ Mobility patterns and customers’

expectations are increasingly

influenced by Digital Technologies.

▪ The ultimate benefit of the ‘final

transport user’, namely the

individual passenger or the freight

customer, must remain at the heart

of digital transformation within the

rail sector

▪ Digitalisation should not be merely

an objective, but rather a mean to

achieve more ambitious and

paramount goals.



UNIFE’s Vision on Rail Digitalisation (3/4)
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▪ Sectorial synergies and

cooperation between all rail’s

stakeholders, in the passenger

and freight business.

▪ Effective collaboration & dialogue

with the EU Institutions and

Regulatory Bodies.



UNIFE’s Vision on Rail Digitalisation (4/4) –
What we could achieve through effective digital cooperation?
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▪ Eradicate barriers to data

sharing in the rail

ecosystem.

▪ Unlock the integration of

different sources of data

sets.

▪ Clarify and increase

transparency regarding

the categorization and

ownership of data in the

rail sector.

▪ Develop sector-wide

targeted cybersecurity-

related skills/knowledge

– for detection of and

response to cyber

threats.

▪ Enhance the capacity of

rail stakeholders to

implement effective

measures to protect their

systems and services.

▪ Overcome the regulatory

complexity linked to the

deployment of AI

applications.

▪ Shorten the time-horizon

for the marketability of

AI-related products and

solutions

▪ Common legal & ethical

framework for AI rail

technologies at EU level.

Big Data Cybersecurity Artificial Intelligence



◼Research & Innovation for the future of Rail
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Research & Innovation for the future of Rail (1/4) 
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R&I is of paramount 
importance to enable Rail as 
the backbone of tomorrow’s 

multimodal mobility

R&I plays a fundamental role 
in supporting the rail sector’s 

technological  efforts

Constant improvement of Rail 
performance in terms of:

1) Energy efficiency;

2) Life-cycle cost of rail 
components;

3) Boosting rail’s technological 
advancement
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Continuity, stability and long-
term vision of the whole rail 
sector’s innovation efforts

Collaborative research and 
platform for cooperation 

across the whole innovation 
ecosystem

Technology demonstrators 
for competitive, intelligent 

rail freight operations



Research & Innovation for the future of Rail (2/4) 
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➢ UNIFE contributed to and strongly supports

ERRAC 2050-Vision and 2030-Priorities for

rail transport.

▪ Long-term and Medium-term vision documents

describing today’s & tomorrow’s rail sector in

terms of its economic, societal and

environmental contribution.

▪ Overview of the challenges and opportunities

rail transport is facing from current trends in

mobility and beyond.

▪ Identification of the key-enablers and a range of

mechanisms which are essential to deliver the

vision – including the critical need for enhanced

support for RD&I.

▪ Full consistency with Shift2Rail Joint

Undertaking programme and its continuation.



Research & Innovation for the future of Rail (3/4) 
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➢ UNIFE strongly calls for the continuation of the Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking within the next

Research and Innovation framework programme Horizon Europe 2021 – 2027.

The European rail supply industry’s vision for Shift2Rail 2

Shift2Rail 2 to enable rail transport to tackle 
and be part of the solution vis-à-vis the 

ongoing mega-trends

Shift2Rail 2 to embrace the increasing need 
for shared mobility, customer-focused, 

digital and intermodal transport solutions

Shift2Rail 2 to reinforce the attractiveness of 
rail transport toward passengers and 

business

➢ UNIFE’s nine key-enablers shall be at the core of Shif2Rail 2

programme.



Research & Innovation for the future of Rail (4/4)
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Broad Participation & Effective
Management Implementation

Optimal Management

Why do we need an 
Institutionalised 

Partnership for Rail in 
Horizon Europe?

The case for a Joint Undertaking

➢ UNIFE strongly calls for

Shift2Rail 2 – i.e. the proposed

‘’Transforming Europe’s Rail

System’’ – to be implemented in

the form of an Institutionalised

European Partnership,

pursuant to Art. 187 TFEU.

▪ Widest spectrum of innovation

ecosystem across Member States.

▪ Long-term outlook to cover the entire

product development cycles .

▪ High commitment from members &

partners to programme implementation.

▪ Timeliness and quality of projects’ delivery

through accountability, ecosystem peer

pressure, central knowledge management

and staff’s high dedication.

▪ No duplication of activities or misuse of EU

funding.

▪ Supervision by independent auditors.

▪ Legal certainty and stability with greater

level of visibility given to the coordinated

direct involvement of the whole sector .

▪ Multiplier and ‘’innovation spill-over’’

effect, attracting more easily SMEs and

start-ups..

▪ Experience with S2R JU shows that rail’s

sectorial challenges are better addressed

through a common strategic research

Agenda and coordinated public-private R&I

activities.

▪ No go back to patchwork of scattered,

uncoordinated initiatives.

Investments Leverage Continuity



◼Expected Impacts of the Fourth Railway Package
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• After adoption in 2016 of the Technical Pillar of the Fourth

Railway Package has entered into operation 16 June

2019

• Reduce time and cost of vehicle authorisation by 20%

by removing technical and administrative barriers

• Create a Single European process for vehicle

authorisation via the One-Stop Shop IT Tool, more

transparency and certainty for industry

• European Union Agency for Railways (ERA) to grant all

multi-country authorisations – no more duplication of

assessment by NSAs

Goal: Single European Railway Area (SERA)

4th Railway Package Technical Pillar
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◼ The recast directives gave a three year transposition period to 

bring the 4RP into national law, however an option of 1-year 

delayed transposition was possible if a Member State notified 

the EC by 16 Dec 2018 with justification.

◼ Notifications were been received by 18 Member States, extending 

the transposition period to 16 June 2020: Austria, Belgium, 

Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Denmark, Germany, 

Hungary, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Poland, 

Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.

◼ Consequently, the remaining applicable 8 Member States, as well 

as Norway and Switzerland, are confirmed as transposing the 

Fourth Railway Package Technical Pillar for 16 June 2019: 

Bulgaria, Finland, France, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, 

Romania, Slovenia, Norway, Switzerland.

16/06/2019 16/06/2020 Full Operation by 16 June 2020

4th Railway Package Technical Pillar
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UNIFE Expectations for the 4th Railway Package Technical 
Pillar
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◼ERTMS and FRMCS
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About ERTMS
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◼ The European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is a major industrial project developed by the

European industry in close cooperation with the European Union, railway stakeholders and the GSM-R

industry

◼ ERTMS has two basic components: European Train Control System (ETCS) – and the GSM-R

◼ As a unique standard, ERTMS is designed to gradually replace the existing incompatible 20 train control

systems across Europe, which made cross-border train movements extremely technically complex,

administratively very time consuming and consequently non-competitive against other modes of transport,

particularly road transport.

◼ Some figures: current worldwide ERTMS Investments

▪ Total track (km) contracted with ERTMS: over 90 000

▪ 51 countries are using ERTMS

▪ Total number of vehicles equipped with ERTMS : over 16 400

(source: UNIFE database)



➢ Total track (km) contracted with ERTMS: > 

90 000

➢ 51 countries are using ERTMS

➢ Total number of vehicles equipped with 

ERTMS: > 16 400

➢ Unique Standard: Improved 

Interoperability, Safety and Performance

➢ ERTMS is a pillar of the Digital Railway 

with specific focus on stability to execute 

the ERTMS Deployment Plan (EDP).

About ERTMS
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Industrialization

Specification

FRS, SRS, FIS, FFIS

ETSI,  3GPP

➔ CCS TSI

Spectrum

General commercial rollout  

FRMCS trials and early implementers

Pre FRMCS projects *)

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2020 2030

Deployment

Migration

Maintenance & Evolution

…

*) Pre FRMCS standardization, e.g. based on LTE, or other 3GPP building blocks, foresee evolution towards FRMCS compliancy

Current view on the FRMCS timeline

About FRMCS

UNIFE UNITEL Committee is working on the new

generation of rail telecommunication systems - FRMCS
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Want to know more about UNIFE?

➢ Read our « About UNIFE » guide

➢ Consult our website: www.unife.org

➢ Follow us on twitter: @UNIFE

➢ Download our Vision Paper on

digitalisation:

http://unife.org/publication-

press/publications.html

http://www.unife.org/
http://unife.org/publication-press/publications.html

